

     
    

 

 



   	Services

      SERVICES

Custom Software Development
Create a solution for your business needs
Web Development
Build a website to reach your objectives
Mobile App Development
Make a smart solution for smartphones
Product Design
Crafting the best design for your end-users



  

Quality Assurance
Testing to ensure bug-free software production
Software Compliance & Certification
Software compliance with all regulations
Growth as a Service
Build your digital brand with our help
Marketing for Startups
Growth Hacking Strategies



  SOLUTIONS

For Startups
Delivering software for Startups and SMEs
For Enterprises
Complex systems for big companies






	Expertise

      HEALTHCARE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Dicom
Medical imaging standard compliance
HL7 & FHIR
Following the healthcare standards 
Hospital Management
Software to run your medical facility efficiently
Telehealth and Telemedicine
Tools for long-distance diagnostics
Pharmacy Management
Software to keep track of medication supply



  

HIE
Health Information Exchange simplified
Electronic Health Record
Tools to keep track of patient-related data
Medical Billing
Simplify the process of charging the patent
Medical Imaging
Software to store and transfer medical images
Patient Portals
UX-friendly software for medical practice



  REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

IDX system
MLS property search software
Property Management
Software to get full control over your real estate
ERP system
Enterprise-sized projects at real estate sector






	Developers

      HIRE TOP DEVELOPERS

Backend developers
Server-side experts at your service
Frontend developers
Web apps building professionals
Mobile developers
Build an app of the future
Desktop apps developers
Hire skilled desktop app professionals



  

DevOps specialists
Vetted DevOps professionals for you
Cloud developers
Covering cloud computing for you
Database developers
Data professionals with extensive expertise



  TEAM EXTENSION

Staff Augmentation
The best tech experts on the market
Dedicated Development Team
A group of tech pros focused on your project
Tech Outstaffing
Close your tech needs with our help






	Calculator

	Outsource Project Cost

	Outstaff Team Cost




	Insights

      EBOOKS

7 Digital Technologies for Real Estate
How modern solutions a change the landscape
16 Tech Trends for Business Growth
Dive deep into tech with your data
Five Reasons Why Outsourcing Fails
Common mistake startup owners commit
The Startup Growth Playbook
Exploring statups' growth



  VIRTUAL SUMMITS / WEBINARS

Digital Transformation in Real Estate
How technology is changing Real Estate
How AI is Transforming Healthcare
Use cases, workflows and challenges
Boosting SaaS products 2024
Big Data. Data Science. Artificial Intelligence
Healthcare Regulatory Aspects for AI
HIPAA, 21st Century Cures Act and Beyond



  OTHER

Blog
Experts sharing their insights
News
Glorium's news, awards & achievements
Our podcast
Hear industry experts' insights and updates
CTO Talks
Insights from C-level tech executives






	Company

      COMPANY

About us
Who are Glorium Technologies
Leadership team
People who help your ideas grow
Career
Grow with us!



  FOR CLIENTS

Case studies
Our professional experience
Pricing
The cost of your project
Testimonials
What clients say about us



  FOR MEDIA

Awards
Our achievement
Glorium in the Media
Expert articles, interviews and more
Social Responsibility
How we care about the world around us






	Get in touch
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 Ewcart.io





 Ewcart is a Saas project focused on one of the most promising areas on the market – e-commerce. We offer exactly what small businesses in this industry need, namely ample opportunities for rapid growth, development, and capacity building as well as cloud application development.









The project was founded in 2018. It is headquartered in Hawthorne, California. The initiator and CEO of the startup, Mustafa Hussaini, is a talented professional with an impressive background in IT and business development and management. Full-fledged tool for e-commerce
 Ewcart was created specifically for the needs of small companies that do not stand still, seek to scale and expand their audience. Our solution provides a number of basic features to achieve these goals:
 	top-of-the-line servers;
	bespoke website;
	personal account manager;
	comprehensive service and support.

 And also, comprehensive assistance from a professional web development team (at no extra charge, as a nice bonus!).
 Unlike other service providers, we offer a complete digital solution that can handle all of your company’s most important tasks: from order processing to payment acceptance.
 In addition, the company offers its clients expertise in specific areas such as hospital management system development and HIPAA-compliant custom software development.
 Clients can rely on the company’s professional web development team to guide them through the process of developing a hospital management system, ensuring that it meets their specific needs and requirements. The team’s in-depth knowledge of HIPAA regulations enables them to develop custom software solutions that comply with the stringent privacy and security standards set forth by HIPAA.
 This ensures that healthcare organizations can confidently manage their data and maintain compliance while benefiting from efficient and tailored software solutions. Whether it’s seeking guidance on developing a hospital management system or requiring custom software development that adheres to HIPAA requirements, the company’s team of experts is dedicated to providing comprehensive assistance and delivering high-quality solutions.
 Addressing key tasks of online commerce
 Ewcart SaaS tool will become a reliable assistant in various areas of your business, including:
 	Sales management. Simplify workflows related to sales and customer interactions.
	Inventory Update. Control your store’s product inventory in real-time.
	Order tracking. Check the current order status and stay up-to-date with the entire process.
	Payment Acceptance. Allow customers to pay for goods in minutes and in any convenient way.

 IT expert team for your goals
 We are ready to help you create, customize and manage your website. You can hire cloud developers at no extra cost. This is a great chance for you to get expert support at every stage of your online project development and, at the same time to save significantly.
 Our technical team will do everything possible to keep your online business running steadily, with scalability and growth potential.
 We’ll implement efficient tools that take your business processes to a whole new level and tailor them to your individual business goals.
 Fast, reliable, secure development of your online business in the current market environment. All key benefits for e-commerce in one SaaS solution Ewcart!
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Your Product. Your Idea. 
Our Innovation and Engineering



 


 


 


 




Expertise
Healthcare
Real estate
Services
Hire developers 
Software engineering
Product design
Quality assurance
Project management
Software compliance & certification
Growth as a service
Glorium Marketing Agency
Solutions
For startups
For enterprises


Insights
Blog
Ebooks
CTO talks
Virtual summits
Company
About us
Social responsibility
Case studies
Leadership team
Awards
Pricing
Testimonials
Press inquiries
Career


Hire developers
Hire backend developers
Hire frontend developers
Hire mobile developers
Hire desktop developers
Hire devops developers
Hire cloud developers
Hire databases developers
Team extension
Staff augmentation
Dedicated development team
Tech outstaffing







Follow us on social media!
















Listen to our podcast on:
















© 2010-2024 Glorium Technologies.
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Privacy Overview
				
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.







Necessary							
  Necessary
Always Enabled


 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously. 	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.








Functional							
  Functional



 Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.






Performance							
  Performance



 Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.






Analytics							
  Analytics



 Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.






Advertisement							
  Advertisement



 Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.






Others							
  Others



 Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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